Altering fabrics

You have been thinking of as many ways as possible to alter a piece of fabric. How many of the following did you get? Put a tick in the box next to the ones you thought of.

- creasing
- pleating
- crushing
- stretching
- fraying
- ironing
- cutting
- tearing
- embroidering
- knotting
- wetting
- burning
- painting
- stitching
- dyeing

Leaving outside to observe the effects of the weather
Burying to see how long it takes to rot
Gathering with thread (smocking)
Cutting holes and weaving wool or ribbon through
Coating with glue
Sewing on beads or sequins
Coating with melted wax
Marking with pens or fabric crayons
Spray painting
Sewing on pieces of fabric which have been altered in all the above ways

Did you think of any others? List them here:
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